Revolution®
Custom Logo Laminate Tables

1.800.762.0415  |  psfurniture.com
Our Revolution® Custom Logo Laminate Tables will add amazing interest to your space. With patented lightweight panel technology, Revolution® Custom Logo Laminate Tables weigh 1/2 of the competition and are incredibly easy to set-up and tear down. They also store unlike any other reception table - 20 tables store in only 10 square feet! Custom logo designs bring any room to life while promoting school & business pride. Get the logo recognition you have always wanted with Revolution® Custom Logo Laminate Tables & Packages!

**LIGHTWEIGHT**
Traditional reception tables are terribly heavy, made with a particle or fiber board core, and weigh more than 40 lbs. With its patented lightweight panel technology, a 36” diameter round Revolution® table weighs only 15 lbs.

**TRANSPORT**
A single person can move 20 of our new tables packaged in a Revolution® cart through a standard doorway (32” width) and even inside a passenger elevator!! That’s right, one person can move 20 tables at once through a standard door way.

**INTERNAL CONNECTOR**
Our patented Internal Connector (IC) column connection allows the column to be inserted directly into the table, leaving it completely flat when the tables are disassembled so they store flat and compact against one another like discs.

**BASE CHOICES***:

- BLACK TRUMPET
- POLISHED CHROME TRUMPET
- BRUSHED NICKEL TRUMPET
- BLACK X-BASE
- BRUSHED SILVER X-BASE

*Weighted Trumpet Bases also available.

**MAXX EDGE®**
PS Furniture's self healing MAXX Edge® adds a perfect finish to your tables. Literally bonded to the table core, MAXX Edge® leaves no gaps for food or bacteria to collect.

**MAXX EDGE® COLOR OPTIONS**

- Opal (O)
- Graphite (G)
- Pewter (P)
- Tungsten (T)
- Charcoal (C)
- Black (B)

The logo designs pictured above are not for sale and cannot be purchased through PS Furniture.